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6. Present Use: Residential ,-', ' 1Onwm|m¢ Residentiai

DESCRIPTION
7a. Architectural style: craftsman Bungalow
7b. Briefly describe the present physical description of the site or structure and describe any major alterations from its

original condition:
This gabled bungalow has a gable bay extending from each side.
One forming a porte cachere and the other has rows of windows
and an opening to an arbored patio. The exposed purlins are supported
by braces, the rafters are exposed and the siding is rustic. The
entry porch is recessed under the main roof.
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8. Construction date:
Estimated Factual _LiQ._Q_

9. Architect ___i__i__.___

1O. Builder

11. Approx. property size (in feet)

Frontage _.7_3_.._L Depth__L£..7_.
or approx. acreage

12. Date(s) of enclosed photographlsl
L4 Oct. 1982 lb/21



13. Condition: Excellent .LGood ____ Fair Deteriorated __ No longer in existence _i_
M_ Anmmny Aluminum patio doors

15. Surroundings: (Check more than one if necessary) Open land Scattered buildings Densely built-up
Residential X industrial Commercial Other:

16. Threats to site: None known LPrivate development Zoning Vandalism
Public Works proiect ___ Other:

17. ls the structure: On its original site? __i Moved? Unknown? i__
18_ Remwdhaum$iThree redwood trees and a knee high stone wall.

SIGNIFICANCE
19. Briefly state historical and/or architectural importance (include dates, events, and persons associated with the site.)

With its orte cachere and arbored atio, this is a mostP P
picturesque example of craftsman bungalow.
This bungalow was built in 1926 for Harold & Lillian Rosenberg. He
was the son of Wolfe Rosenberg, an itinerent peddler, with horse
and wagon, who founded in l86S the department store called "City
of Healdsburg" now known as Rosenberg & Bush, a large and pros-
perous department store.
Harold and his brother Ira bought out Eli Bush in 1919 and after
disincorporating the business, acquired the shares of their brothers
and sisters wnich had been passed on by the parents. Harold and Ira
became the sole owners of the store
Harold was an extremely civic and social minded individual at one
time being the Chief of the Fire Department.

20. Main theme of the historic resource: (If more than one is

checked, number in order of importance.)
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_
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22. Dateformprep red July 27’ 1983
Bvhwm langhart Museum CHE
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